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In accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 327 between
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), an administration in the United States Department of
Transportation (USDOT), and the Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT), executed December 11.
2015, the following language must be included in all environmental documents produced by ODOT. This
guidance provides the necessary language, includes examples of documents, and provides sample
documents highlighting the language. The language should be the same font size as the signature line
for emails and correspondence documents.
Section 3.1.2 of the MOU states:
“On the cover page [emphasis added] of each environmental assessment (EA), finding of no significant
impact (FONSI), environmental impact statement (EIS), and record of decision (ROD) prepared under the
authority granted by this MOU, and for any memorandum corresponding to any categorical exclusion
(CE) determination it makes, ODOT shall insert the following language in a way that is conspicuous to
the reader or include it in a CE project record:
‘The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by applicable Federal
environmental laws for this project are being, or have been, carried-out by ODOT pursuant to 23 U.S.C.
327 and a Memorandum of Understanding dated December 11, 2015, and executed by FHWA and
ODOT.’”
For Categorical Exclusions, the language will be automatically placed on the cover page when a PDF is
made from the Online CE System. However, other documents require the language to be added
manually.
Section 3.1.3 of the MOU states:
“ODOT is required to disclose the above language to the public and agencies, as part of agency outreach
and public involvement procedures, including any notice of intent or scoping meeting notice...”
In accordance with Section 3.1.3, Districts or the project sponsor are required to distribute information
explaining NEPA Assignment to the public on projects assigned under the MOU. OES has developed
brochures and poster boards to be used for this purpose. The brochures shall be made available for
public meetings related to NEPA Public Involvement. The poster boards are available and can be used
for display at public meetings related to NEPA Public Involvement. The above language must be
included in the notice for public involvement events.
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Additionally, the above language should be included in all correspondence with the agencies with the
exception of correspondence regarding arranging meetings or correspondence that is non-decisional in
nature.
Section 3.2.3 of the MOU states:
“The USDOT Secretary’s responsibilities for government-to-government consultation with Indian tribes
as defined in 36 CFR 800.16(m) are not assigned to or assumed by ODOT under this MOU. The FHWA
remains responsible for all government-to-government consultation, including initiation of governmentto-government consultation, unless otherwise agreed as described in this Part. A notice from ODOT to
an Indian tribe advising the tribe of a proposed activity is not considered” government-to-government
consultation” within the meaning of this MOU. If a project-related concern or issue is raised in a
government-to-government consultation process with an Indian tribe, as defined in 36 CFR 800.16(m),
and is related to NEPA or another Federal environmental law for which ODOT has assumed
responsibilities under this MOU, and either the Indian tribe or FHWA determines that the issue or
concern will not be satisfactorily resolved by ODOT, then FHWA may withdraw the assignment of all or
part of the responsibilities for processing the project. In this case, the provisions of subpart 9.1
concerning FHWA initiated withdrawal of assignment shall apply. This MOU is not intended to abrogate,
or prevent future entry into, any agreement among ODOT, FHWA, and a tribe under which the tribe
agrees to permit ODOT to administer government-to-government consultation activities for FHWA.
However, such agreements are administrative in nature and do not relieve the FHWA of its legal
responsibility for government-to-government consultation.”
Project related correspondence/coordination that goes to the federally recognized tribes shall include
the following language in a way that is conspicuous to the reader:
“The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by applicable Federal
environmental laws for this project are being, or have been, carried-out by ODOT pursuant to 23 U.S.C.
327 and a Memorandum of Understanding dated December 11, 2015, and executed by FHWA and
ODOT. Per Section 3.2.3 of the previously referenced Memorandum of Understanding, FHWA retains
responsibility for government-to-government consultation with federally recognized Indian Tribes.”
Please note: Correspondence with federally recognized tribes will only be conducted by
OES. Districts/consultants may not consult directly with the federally recognized tribes.
Section 3.2.5 of the MOU states:
“On the cover page of each biological evaluation or assessment, historic properties or cultural resources
report, section 4(f) evaluation, or other analyses prepared under the authority granted by this MOU,
ODOT shall insert the following language in a way that is conspicuous to the reader or include in a CE
project record…”
All technical analyses and reports prepared for a NEPA document, including those prepared by
consultants on behalf of ODOT must include, on the cover page, the NEPA Assignment language
referenced above in section 3.1.2.
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Examples of documents requiring the NEPA Assignment language include, but are not limited to:
 Notice of Intent
 Environmental Assessments
 Draft Environmental Impact Statements
 Finding of No Significant Impacts
 Final Environmental Impact Statement/Record of Decision
 Categorical Exclusion documents
 Technical reports developed for any environmental document (ex: Ecological Survey Reports)
o These reports include those prepared by ODOT staff AND consultants
 Public involvement materials developed for Section 4(f), including Official with Jurisdiction
Letters
 Public involvement materials developed for Section 106, including consulting party and
stakeholders letters
 Property owner notification letters sent pursuant to ODOT’s Public Involvement Manual
 Project related correspondence with resource agencies
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Sample CE Cover Page:
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Sample Environmental Assessment Cover Page:
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Sample Public Involvement Meeting Letter:
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Sample pamphlet for public distribution:
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Sample Letter to an Agency
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Sample Email to Agency
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